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Outline
Day 1: (March 31)  Evaluation design and planning

Morning - Foundations
• Rationale and scope of government programs/policies
• TB Policy on Evaluation
• Creating an informative logic model and evaluation matrix
• Case example – 2010 Olympics evaluation matrix
Afternoon – Understanding and assessing relevance
• Literature reviews
• Document reviews
• Senior Management and Expert Consultations
• Case example – Labour market information for Aboriginal youth
Day 2: (February 1) Quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis

Morning – Quantitative methods  
• Survey questionnaires (samples, framing questions, modes of data collection, analysis options) 
• Basics in measurement – refresher (univariate, bivariate and multivariate)
• Case examples – Public Opinion Research for the 2010 Olympics
Afternoon – Qualitative methods
• Key informant interviews 
• Focus groups
• Case studies
• Case example – NCB Focus Groups
• Case example  – Media Scan for the 2010 Olympics 
• Concluding note - Analysing qualitative/quantitative data – mixed methods
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Day 1
Evaluation design and planning

Foundation

Morning 
January 31, 2013
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Core issues have transformed for 
federal evaluations

Reduced from 
• Rationale/relevance
• Design/delivery
• Success/impacts
• Cost effectiveness/alternatives

To 
• Relevance
• Performance
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Policy on Evaluation
Goal

1. Defines the obligation for departmental evaluation 
plans to demonstrate progress toward achieving 
coverage of direct program spending over five years

2. Plans that do not demonstrate evaluation coverage of 
all direct program spending need to use a “risk-based” 
approach to planning coverage 

. 5

The evaluation plan needs to either show 100% coverage or 
identify the programs that will be assessed (and not assessed) 
within the 5-year cycle using a risk-based criteria.
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Relevance

• #1 Implied in the term demonstrable need is whether “private sector” 
opportunities exist (or have been displaced) or whether other orders of 
government may be better positioned.

• #2 Horizontal initiatives are a complication for an  easy response to this 
otherwise straightforward issue.

• #3 A key issue in roles and responsibilities is federal jurisdiction and 
constitutional alignment.
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Performance

• #4 – We see a blurring of the old formative/summative evaluation.  Also 
apparent is the need to show a causal/attribution link (contribution) and a 
validation of program theory. 

• #5 – This is the cost effectiveness issue linked specifically to economy (are 
we acquiring resources/inputs at the lowest cost?) and efficiency (are the 
outputs being produced at the lowest unit cost?). The cost- effectiveness
question (cost per unit outcome) is implied in the term “progress toward 
expected outcomes.”
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Translating TB issues into an effective 
evaluation matrix 

9

• These five questions represent an abstract structure –
evaluators need to translate these into concrete issues and 
questions pertinent to management needs.

• In general, the evaluation matrix must develop specific 
questions that support TB questions, but…

• The TB questions would rarely be posed on any evaluation in 
this format.

• Rephrase the TB questions to support reliable, valid, and 
concrete indicators that reflect the program context, 
goals,and implementation.
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Focussing Evaluations

10

Because of resource constraints (time and money), and the 
increased demands imposed by effective triangulation, 
evaluators and managers will need to focus evaluations.

This focus will be driven by a risk assessment based on 
• materiality and 
• strategic importance
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Presentation Notes
Proportion of budgetBob Woodward: The story is dry. All we've got are pieces. We can't seem to figure out what the puzzle is supposed to look like. John Mitchell resigns as the head of CREEP, and says that he wants to spend more time with his family. I mean, it sounds like bullshit, we don't exactly believe that...Deep Throat: No, heh, but it's touching. Forget the myths the media's created about the White House. The truth is, these are not very bright guys, and things got out of hand.Bob Woodward: Hunt's come in from the cold. Supposedly he's got a lawyer with $25,000 in a brown paper bag.Deep Throat: Follow the money.All the President’s Men



Risk assessment: strategic importance

Programs that are integral to the 
Department Agency priorities

• Compromise the delivery of other programs
• Compromise the priorities of the department
• Cause social, economic, and political cost disproportionate 

to their magnitude 

Programs that, if they fail:

• Note that the Policy identifies these as requiring only an 
“administrative review”

Programs that are constitutionally 
and legislatively required may be 

assigned a lower priority since the 
discretion on spending is limited
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The PAA level determines emphasis

12

High                  LEVEL IN PAA                   Low

Focus on relevance of activities and 
coherence of sub and sub-sub activities.  
Less emphasis on performance except as 
established by evaluations at lower 
levels

Key methods 
• Literature reviews
• Expert interviews
• Senior management interviews
• Document reviews
• Performance (aggregation from 

evaluations of lower order PAA)

Emphasis on relevance and 
alignment to immediate level of 
PAA.

Key methods
• Limited literature review 

(operational, delivery, and outcomes 
of cognate programs)

• Management interviews
• Project level reporting 

(aggregation to sub and sub-sub 
activity level)

• Quantitative measures (surveys, 
administrative files, etc.)
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Theory of change and Logic Models

Key ideas
• Theory explains the intervention and what outcomes 

are expected 
• Logic model – two perspectives

– explains the intervention (causal logic)
– explains the organization of the intervention  and 

how it integrates with broader objectives of 
government (logistical logic)

• Performance measurement
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Presentation Notes
For every intervention, a theory exists to support that intervention , Logic models serve two general purposesexplain how the intervention works (theory of intervention)explain how the intervention will be organized (logistics of intervention)The clarity and completeness of the logic model will determine the success of the program and of performance measures.The causal logic model shows how the intervention will produce a desired change in the environment.The logistics  model  clarifies how resources are coordinated to produce outputs and what outcomes are expected. It supports the performance story for a program, which is:What is the problem we are trying to solve or what is the situation we are trying to ameliorate?How are we trying to change the situation?What factors affect toe extent to which we will be successfulHow well have we organized the intervention?To what extent can we claim credit for observed changes in the situation?Have the costs been worthwhile?



Causal logic models

• Verbal – explains the intervention and how it 
interacts with external events

• Graphical – presents a “picture” of the 
program 

• Abstract (mathematical) – formalism that is 
most useful when quantitative data are 
available.
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Presentation Notes
Verbal models tend to be underutilized, yet communication in this is useful for three reasons:it widens the number who can comment on the programa verbal description will often not “hang” together problems with assumptions and the logic of the intervention can be easier to detecta verbal presentation will often flow from literature and policy reviews.Graphical models are common in social sciences.  These should not be confused with the graphical logic models found in RMAF and other evaluation documents. Often, one can go from the graphical model to an abstract logic model, framed in mathematical symbols.



Causal logic models 
Verbal models 

National Child Benefit (NCB)
The NCB Initiative is a joint initiative of federal and 
provincial/territorial governments intended to help 
prevent and reduce the depth of child poverty, as well 
as promote attachment to the workforce by ensuring 
that families will always be better off as a result of 
working.

It does this through a cash benefit paid to low income 
families with children, a social assistance offset and 
various supplementary programs provided by provinces 
and territories.
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National Child Benefit
(two children < 18)

Net Family Income

Be
ne

fit
 P

ay
m

en
t

CCTB – Base benefit (tax free) that 
extends to a fairly high income 
(~$100,000) depending on the 
number of children under 18

NCB is a top-up for families 
with low-mid incomes

$100,000$33,000$26,000

$6000 

All numbers approximate
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Presentation Notes
The depth and incidence of child-poverty has fallen as a result of the cash payments (direct), incentives to work (social offset), and non-cash supports offered by provinces/territoriesNet family income should not fall (and should increase)The difference between net income and the low income cut-off should (decline for those under poverty line) and rise for those above the poverty line prior to the introduction of the NCBParents do not reduce their participation in the workforce as measured byHours of paid workWages Ratio of social assistance to total income



Intervention

Other
Factors

Outcome

The causal logic 
model clarifies the 
theory of how 
interventions produce 
outcomes.

Multiple methods and experimental 
techniques establish the relative 
importance of causes of changes in 
outcomes

Causal logic models 
Graphical Models
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Presentation Notes
A key requirement for any measurement system  is to show that the interventions are plausibly linked to observed changes in the state of affairs we seek to change.Performance measurement must include:assessment of how well the intervention was designed and implementedwhether changes occurred in the situation that need changewhether the intervention can plausibly claim a share of the observed change (i.e., can we exclude other potential “causes” for the observed changes?



Labour force
participation

Family disposable
incomes

Incidence of
child poverty

Economic conditions

Attributes of
parents

Transfers/Taxes
(e.g., CCTB, NCB,
wage subsidies...)

Labour market
attachment programs
(e.g., childcare, training,

welfare reform...)

Primary causal relation

Causal relation

Secondary causal relation

Graphical logic for the National Child Benefit
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The actual program theory can be complex with many interactions and feedbacks.  A critical requirement of evaluation and performance measurement is to use a robust methodology that can separate the many influences on the outcomes, and measure the extent of responsibility for the intervention.Most evaluation methodology cannot specify such a discriminating technique, because data are too “coarse.”



Advantages and disadvantages
of causal logic models

Advantages
• reveals inter-relationships 

among program 
elements.

• identifies confounding 
factors that reduce 
program outcomes.

Disadvantages
• over-complication can 

impede understanding.
• abstract representations 

can confine 
communication.

• does not reveal resource 
use, reach or support 
other “oversight” 
requirements.
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Presentation Notes
A causal relationship shows the flow of cause and effect, from intervention(s) and other factors to the outcome(s).Program and policy evaluation is fundamentally concerned with measuring the strength of the relationship between the intervention and outcome(s) while controlling for the effect of other factors.



Implementation 

• The conventional logic model offers no guidance on
– Sequence of expected outputs (and therefore no insight in 

the timing of expected outcomes).
– No clarity on immediate and intermediate outcomes.
– Critical dependencies among program outputs and 

between program outputs and external processes.

• Implementation sequence is essential for developing 
sensible performance measurement.
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A logic model with time

Activities
2005

Outputs
2006

Outcomes
2008

Business Line 1 Business line 2

Delivery Phase Planning Phase 

Activities
2004

Outputs
2005

Outcomes
2005

Planning outcomes 
become inputs to 
delivery 
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Application to Horizontal Initiatives

• The standard logic model confuses rather than 
clarifies.

• It fails to show how outputs from one partner 
process may be inputs to another partner process 
(critical path dependencies).

• The most important risk is failure to coordinate
• Critical path analysis and Gantt charts are useful 

“logic models” for complex initiatives
• The key logic requirement for the horizontal initiative 

is the “sequencing and mapping all 
activities/outputs/outcomes/costs.”
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Logistics models

Narrows the 
perspective of the 

program/policy to the 
sponsoring unit

Portrays the 
transformation along 

the results chain:

Resources/inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes
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Logistical models 
The results chain

Inputs Activities Outputs Immediate
Outcomes

Final OutcomesIntermediate
Outcomes

Area of control Area of influence
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Presentation Notes
The results chain represents an idealization of the causal relationship that links interventions and other factors.  It represents an “intervention centric”view of the influence of interventions on the outcome, where other factors tend to become peripheral.The results chain is usually translated in to a activity-output-outcome model that show the operation of the program.  This supports a strategic program of measurement along the results chain.Measurement of the logic and execution of creation of the outputs is critical to any evaluation of performance.Evaluating the need for specific outputs and their role in producing outcomes can be assessed using experimental and quasi experimental methods and also examining whether the interventions reflect the best science available.Experimental methods use random assignment of program beneficiaries to treatment and control groups.  Quasi-experimental methods attempt to duplicate experimental tests using statistical methods.



Logistical models
Reach – who are the clients, stakeholders and delivery 

agents?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reach of a program encompasses the clients served, the stakeholders affected, and the resources used in delivering the program.



Logistical models

• An output is a product or service that is completely 
controlled by the program.

• An outcome is the change on the environment 
produced by outputs, mediated by other factors.

• Long term outcomes are the goals of the program
• Immediate outcomes (< 3 years) are the most 

important to track (why?)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Outputs never have a direct path to the outcome. This is an example of how three outputs from a biodiversity program might be affected by external factors.



Hypothetical Film Development Program

Increasing the
viability of the film

industry

Developing the
skills of individual

film makers

Improved
profitability of

firms

Increasing
number of viable

firms

More trained
filmmakers

Increasing capacity to
promote Canadian

culture

Increased number and
quality of Canadian films

Increase Canadian content
available to domestic and
international audiences
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In this view, the program goals and expected key results align with the departmental objectives.  The value of this approach to a logic model is that it shows how program expected results align with departmental goals, however this view does not support performance measurement.



Performance must be measured along the 
results chain

• rationale and need measures confirm that the 
intervention is needed/desired and that the the selected 
agency is most appropriate

• design measures examine the extent to which good 
theory supports the intervention.

• delivery measures assess organizational effectiveness of 
the intervention and whether the required outputs have 
been delivered, on time and where needed.

• immediate outcome measures determine immediate 
benefits for clients

• intermediate and long-term outcome measures track the 
effect of the outputs in producing sustained chance to the 
environment, net of all external factors. 
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Performance measurement long the results chain

Program Goal

Activity 1 Activity 2

Output 1 Output 2

Immediate
Outcome

Intermediate
Outcome

Immediate
Outcome

Final Outcome

Design and 
delivery 

Outcome 
measurement  

Rationale
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Presentation Notes
The standard Treasury Board Logic Model transforms the causal logic model into a linear relationship between the component activities (business lines) for a program, the outputs that will be generated, and the outcomes.  The outcomes proceed from immediate, through intermediate and final, and move from specific changes to outcomes that mirror the long-term goals of the program.Although this idealization simplifies the reality of interventions and minimizes the impact of external factors in modifying the outcomes realized.A significant advantage of the strings and boxes approach is that the program can be decomposed in to business lines, each with a set of activities and specified outputs.  The role of program theory is to specify how the outputs will reasonably produce the desired changes (outcomes).  This view of the logic model supports the examination of the program’s design and delivery mechanism, which tends to be overlooked in the current climate of outcomes measurement.
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Note: Policy development programs: Environmental
Certification, Study on Regulations, Agri-Environmental
Standards, Agri-Environmental International Exchange

Research programs: ETAA, GAPS, WQSP, Pesticide
Risk Reduction, Minor Use Pesticide

Performance assessment program: National Agri-
Environmental Health Assessment and Reporting
Program

Conduct env.
scans

AAFC's APF Environmental Programs
Organizational process and programming

End Outcomes

Activities

Outputs

Immediate
Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

- Achieving environmental sustainability of the sector and progress in the areas of soil, water, air, and biodiversity
- Improved stewardship by producers of the soil, water, air, and biodiversity

Producers
implement

EFPs

Program-
level BMP
adoption

Producers
develop
EFPs

Env. scans
completed

Producers
receive tech.
assistance

Env.
sensitive

areas ident.

Sign
implement

agreements

Sign other
delivery

agreements

Provide tech.
assistance to

producers

EFP

Signed
agreements

Programs
offered to
producers

Producers
participate in

programs

Priority design/
planning Program

delivery

Programming
targets

priority areas

*Note: BMP adoption programs include NFSP,
Greencover Canada, and NWSEP. To participate in
NFSP and some components of Greencover Canada,
producers must have completed an EFP.

Partners
collaborate

Relationships
strengthened

Signed agreements required to
proceed with program implementation

Provide tech.
assist. to
producers

Producers
receive tech.
assistance

Producers
receive fin.
assistance

Provide fin.
assist. to
producers

Policy
development

programs

Research
programs

Performance
assessment

program
BMP* adoption

programs

Conduct
policy

research

Conduct
scientific
research

Research
indicators/

models

Gathered
info. to

inform policy

Completed
research
projects

Indicators
developed/
reported on

Understand
current
policies

Knowledge of
ag. impact on

env.

Monitoring of
env'l perf.

New policies
developed/

implemented

Impact of ag.
on env.
reduced

Assessment
of ag. impact

on env.

Gs&Cs Programs Non-Gs&Cs Programs

The result of this set of
activities precedes and

supports the Gs&Cs and
non-Gs&Cs

Sector-wide
BMP

adoption

Program
agreements

Priority Vision - Making Canada the world leader in using environmental resources in a manner that ensures their quality and availability for present and future generations
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Communication
- Relationships
established/strengthened
- Information shared

Planning/delivery:
- Environmental scans
undertaken

Producer action:
- Technical assistance
provided

- Financial incentives
offered to producers

Science/policy
development:
- Completed research/
pilot projects (AAFC)

- Information to inform
policy developed/
gathered

Performance
monitoring:
- Performance indicators
developed, modelled,
and reported

Planning/delivery:
- Environmental scans
provided program
guidance

Producer action:
- Producers implemented
EFPs

Science/policy
development:
- New policies/
regulations/standards
implemented

- Risk of agricultural
practices negatively
impacting the
environment reduced

Performance
monitoring:
- Ability to assess impact
of agricultural practices
on the environment
improved

Canada's reputation:
- Canada gained
reputation as being
environmentally
responsible

Communication:
- Meetings with FPT WG/
management committees
- Collaborate with
government, industry,
and other stakeholders
- Facilitate knowledge
development and transfer

Deliver programs:
- Deliver programs for
producers:
EFP
NFSP
Greencover Canada
NWSEP

- Conduct policy
research:
Study on Environmental
  Regulations
Agri-environmental
  Standards
Environmental
  Certification
Agri-Environmental
  International Exchange

- Conduct scientific
research:
ETAA
WQSP
Minor Use Pesticide
Pesticide Risk
  Reduction
GAPS

- Develop, model, and
report on performance
indicators:
NAHARP

Planning/delivery:
- Developed third-party
delivery capacity
- Environmental scans
completed

Producer action:
- Producers' awareness
of environmental issues
increased
- EFPs developed and
reviewed
-Producers adopt BMPs/
develop infrastructure

Science/policy
development:
- Completed research/
pilot projects (third party)
- Understanding of
current environmental
policies/regulations/
standards improved
- Knowledge of
relationship between
agriculture and the
environment improved
- New policies/
regulations/standards
proposed

Performance
monitoring:
- Monitoring of
environmental
performance conducted

Canada's reputation:
- Domestic and
international awareness
of Canada's efforts to be
environmentally
responsible increased

AAFC strategic
outcome
- Making Canada the
world leader in using
environmental resources
in a manner that ensures
their quality and
availability for present
and future generations

Departmental priority
- Achieving
environmental
sustainability of the
sector and progress in
the areas of soil, water,
air, and biodiversity

APF Environmental
priority
- Improved stewardship
by producers of the soil,
water, air, and
biodiversity

AAFC's APF Environmental Programs

OutcomesProcess

Financial resources:
- Allocated $526.4 million
federal funding over five
years
- Supplemented AAFC
financial resources with
other federal, provincial/
territorial, and other
stakeholder financial
resources

Departmental
reorganization:
- Re-allocated 68 FTEs
to  AAFC Enabling
Teams
- Aligned AAFC
Environment Team
activities with APF
priorities
- Supplemented Enabling
Team human resources
with other AAFC, PFRA,
provincial, and other
delivery agent FTEs

Agreements and
planning:
- Based activity
complement on FPT
Framework Agreement
- Signed agreements with
provinces and other
partners/delivery agents
- Conducted
consultations with
provinces, industry, and
other federal
departments
- Required a scoping/
environmental scan
exercise

Organizational plan/
admin supports/inputs Implementation process Outputs Immediate outcomes Intermediate outcomes End outcomes
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From logic model to matrix
• Management shapes the purpose of evaluation by selecting 

the questions of interest
• The evaluation matrix guides the integration of data collection 

and analysis
• The matrix determines the success of the evaluation
• It shapes the direction and depth of analysis 

Issue Question Indicator Data source Method 

IQIDM
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Principles of evaluation matrix design (1)
• Issues need to align with the mission/goal of the 

program
– High-level language is ok for the TB issues, but concrete 

and “grounded” plain language specifications are 
preferred

– This translation will support measurement
– Ensure that the service lines (program pillars) emerge at 

the issues level
• Do not replicate the TB structure … it is too general
• Parsimony (a few focused issues) is preferred

33

Frameworks that reproduce the TB issues/questions reflect lazy work 
that sabotages mixed methods and effective triangulation (passing the 
buck)
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• Questions are operational and specific to the program 
and service lines
– Use the results chain and logic model to identify key 

delivery points/times/processes for outputs
– Focus on immediate outcomes

• Questions align with indicators and data collection
• Rank questions within an importance level (H,M,L) to 

direct the allocation of evaluation resources.

Principles of evaluation matrix design (2)
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• Indicators describe the information needed to answer the 
question

• Detailed descriptions support reliable and valid data 
collection

• Align indicators with source based on expected information 
content and quality

Example: What immediate outcomes (first five years) were expected at the 
program’s inception?
– Client opinion (poor)
– Line management opinion (slightly better)
– Senior federal and provincial manager opinion (even better)

Principles of evaluation matrix design (3) 
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• Data sources must align to each indicator
• Detailed descriptions of sources must be specified to 

support efficient evaluations

Example: Senior federal and provincial managers’ opinion
– Unspecified key informant interviews with a single guide (poor)
– Interview with federal agreement managers (n=3); Interview with ADM(s) 

(n=2); Interview with Provincial/territorial Agreement managers (n=13) 
(better)

– Align types of key informants to specific questions and create specialized 
interview guides for each class of key informant (best)

Principles of evaluation matrix design (4)
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• Methodology explanation adds important 
detail for each data source and indicator

• The plans for integrating data and lines of 
evidence starts with the matrix

KISS – Keep it simple 
and sophisticated

Many evaluation matrices are bloated and 
repetitive with redundant questions that fail 
to direct the collection of strategic data

Principles of evaluation matrix design 
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Case example 4 – Horizontal Summative Evaluation of the Government of 
Canada's Investment in the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games 

Immediate outcomes
• Leverage 2010 Games to advance existing federal priorities
• Positive exposure and heightened recognition of the Government of Canada as a 

key partner in the 2010 Games
• Successful delivery of the mandated essential federal services. 
Intermediate outcomes 
• Pan-Canadian engagement in sport, economic, social, and cultural activities related 

to the 2010 Winter Games
• Enhance Canada’s domestic and international profile
• Canadians and international participants experience safe and high-quality Games
Final outcomes
• Sport, economic, social, and cultural legacies are established for the benefit of 

Canadians
• Canadian excellence and values are promoted domestically and internationally
• Canada is recognized as a capable and inclusive host.
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2010 OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC WINTER GAMES LOGIC MODEL

3.Games Security 
and Safety

4. Health
Safety

7.     
Entry of Goods 
and Individuals 

into Canada

5. Tax 
Issues

6. Intellectual
Property

8. 
Meteorological

Services

9. 
Sustainability
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Safe and 
secure Games 

The health and 
safety of federal 
public service 
employees 
working on 
location during 
the Winter 
Games as well 
as the health 
protection of the 
public during the 
Winter Games 
are ensured 

Ensured 
compliance 
with Canada’s 
tax legislation 
and 
regulations

Olympic and 
Paralympic 
trademarks are 
protected

Effective 
management of 

entry of goods and 
individuals 

Detailed, precise, 
and accurate 
weather forecasts 
and data are 
delivered on time to 
clients

Promotion of 
environmental 
sustainability for the 
2010 Winter Games 
and the 
establishment of 
sustainable legacies 
for Canadians

Hosting sport events in Canada creates sport development, social, cultural, economic, and community benefits for Canadians
Ho

st
in

g
Po

lic
y

Leverage 2010 Winter Games to advance existing 
federal priorities

Positive exposure and heightened recognition of GoC as a 
key partner in the 2010 Winter Games

Successful delivery
of mandated essential federal services 

Pan-Canadian engagement in sport, economic, 
social, and cultural activities related to the 

2010 Winter Games
Enhance Canada’s domestic and international profile Canadians and international participants experience safe and high-

quality Games

Sport, economic, social, and cultural legacies are 
established for the benefit of all Canadians

Canada is recognized as a capable and inclusive host 

Government 
departments, 
partners, and 
stakeholders are 
provided with 
support to 
leverage the 2010 
Winter Games to 
advance federal 
priorities

Canadian public 
and target 
audiences have the 
opportunity to be 
engaged in 
outreach events 
and activities 
related to the 2010 
Winter Games

2.1. PCH

3.5 Public 
Safety 

3.1 RCMP
3.2 DND/CF

3.3 CSIS
3.4.PHAC

3.6 Transport 
Canada 4.1 Health

Canada
4.2 Public 

Health Agency
4.3 CFIA

5.1 CRA
6.1 Industry Canada 

7.1 CFIA

7.2 HRSDC

8.1
Environment 

Canada 9.2 DFO

9.1
Environment 

Canada

1. Federal
Coordination
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Canadian and 
international 
audiences are 
aware of the 
federal involvement 
in and support of 
the 2010 Winter 
Games
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3.7 Health 
Canada

Administration of federal 
funding; development and 
implementation of 
frameworks and 
coordination mechanisms; 
overseeing fulfillment of 
MPA commitments

GoC engagement protocols; 
partner agreement; support for 
athletic venues construction 
and legacy projects; 
operational support for the 
2010 Paralympic Games; 
coordination of frameworks 
and mechanisms; issue 
clusters

Organize outreach 
activities; promoting 
pan-Canadian 
engagement and 
importance of 
Paralympic Games

Partner agreements; 
contribution 
agreements;  
domestic/international 
events and activities 

Security operational 
plans and processes; 
working relationships 
and partnerships with 
stakeholders; 
exercises 
Bronze/Silver/Gold 

Operational clinics and 
service delivery sites 
for IPPs, health 
contingency plan, 
surveillance reports, 
partnerships with key 
stakeholders 

Communication 
products with 
tax-related 
information, IT 
support 

Research, analysis, 
and advice; 
consultations; tools to 
address situation of 
ambush marketing; 
legislative 
amendments if 
needed   

Processes and 
procedures 
implemented, 
regulatory 
amendments where 
needed; manifests 
submitted, inspections 
of drugs/medical 
devices

Infrastructures and 
supporting 
technologies for 
Olympic weather 
services developed; 
The decommissioning 
of the EC Olympic 
Observing Network; 
legacy agreements

Environmental 
assessments; expert 
policy advice and 
guidance; 
promotional materials 
and informational 
products, showcasing 
materials; Follow-up 
activities completed 

Identify gaps, develop 
policy, and/or regulatory 
requirements; develop 
and coordinate security 
plans and processes; 
coordinate information 
and foster partnerships 
with stakeholders; test 
and validate security 
plans and processes

Development of 
infrastructure, plans, and 
measures to ensure the 
health and safety of 
federal employees and 
the public at Games time; 
develop partnerships with 
key stakeholders

Implement a 
communication 
strategy, 
provide IT 
support to 
regional 
services  

Review of existing 
Canadian and 
international legislative 
and policy tools

Develop and 
implement processes 
and procedures; 
Undertake regulatory 
changes to facilitate 
entry of athletes and 
spectators

Development of 
infrastructure and 
supporting technologies; 
Coordinate the delivery of 
the weather services 
program in support of the 
2010 Winter games; 
develop partnerships with 
key stakeholders

Provide advice and 
guidance; conduct 
focus initiative in key 
areas; conduct 
Environmental 
Assessments  

Canadian excellence and 
values are promoted domestically and internationally 

2. Promotion
and

Participation

1.1 PCH

Essential federal 
service 
stakeholders work 
collaboratively to 
deliver on 
mandated 
commitments

DRAFT:  October 29, 2009

1

3.8 Industry
Canada

7.3 Health Canada

7.4 Canada 
Border

Services Agency*
7.5 CIC*

2.2.CTC

* This Department/Agency, although they contribute directly to the result of service area “Entry of goods and individuals into Canada”,  will report and be evaluated under service area #3 Games Security and Safety as they have significant contribution to the result of this area. 

1.2 INAC 2.3. DFAIT

1.3 PWGSC
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Main methods used in 2010 Olympics

40

•(

• Focus on the role of the Federal Secretariat and the 
contributions of:
– 15 federal departments provide services deemed essential for 

conducting successful Games
– Auxiliary services 

• PCH received support for opening ceremonies
• INAC received funding to ensure legacies, benefits and participation of 

fist nations
• Security (separate evaluation conducted by RCMP)
• Eight other studies comprised the evaluation
• Polling used to track “national pride”
• Media analysis complemented quantitative polling
• Interviews (directed to specific classes of respondents). 

Case example 4 – 2010 Olympics       © Greg Mason   - January 24, 2013Core Methods in Evaluation - Part 1   © 
Greg Mason   - January 31 & February 1, 24, 
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Presentation Notes
Main evaluation �Other studies  (contracted separately)Socio-Economic Impact Study (2007 – 2013, Contracted by BC to PWC)Public Opinion Research (2007 – 2010) Contracted by PCH to Decima.Democratic Governance Study (Contracted to University of Ottawa)Medal Results  (PCH database)Security Summative Evaluation (RCMP) IOC Olympic Games Impact (Separate contract by UBC)Summative Evaluation of Sport Canada (PCH) (2010)VANOCC Sustainability Reports  (Separate report by Vancouver Olympic Committee) 
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Day 1
Foundations

Understanding and assessing 
relevance

Afternoon 
January 31, 2013
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Foundations of Policy Development

• Public policy rests responding to deviations from some norm. 
• Norms derive from social, religious, cultural, ethical or 

economic principles.
• The decision to change a “natural outcome” rests on a 

comparison of the intervention costs compared to the 
intervention benefits.

• Economists use the norm of a “competitive economy” – the 
prices (including wages, interest, profit, etc.) that would 
ensure in a hypothetical world of perfect competition.

• The economic model leads to a robust structure for modelling 
policy.

• In the last year the theory of macro-economic policy has 
come under substantial criticism.

• Micro-economics, however, remains largely intact.
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Presentation Notes
Many normative standards exist:All religions present ideals of ethical/spiritual livingSocial norms rely on rules of acceptable behaviour:The golden ruleStrictures on marrying outside one's (race, religion, nationality….)Many cultures define the “other” as a way of enforcing separation:Dietary laws“Memes” are cultural standards Infanticide is defined as abnormal in many cultures, but in certain circumstances has been accepted.Teen years are filled with norms and conformityPolicy can be public or private. Private policy may apply to the person (going on a diet when weight gain is unacceptable), the family (parenting is all about correcting deviations from a desired state – just do as I say!)community (excommunication, shunning…)The key is purposeful intervention to alter the expected course of events.



Why does government exist?

Three main rationales for public sector action:
– Market failure (consumer ignorance of mortgages, pollution)
– Externalities (public goods and bads)
– Distributional unfairness (poverty)

1. Market failure typically evokes a regulatory response (e.g., 
consumer education, fair lending laws, securities regulation).

2. Public goods encourage government to supplement private 
sector provision of a good or services (e.g., subsidization of crop 
insurance, subsidization of vaccines, public education).

3. Distributional fairness can result in regulatory, direct provision 
of a service, or direct cash transfer
– Laws regarding usury, anti-discrimination legislation
– Public housing
– National child benefit, progressive tax, GST rebate for 

lower income households
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Government provided goods and services 

Public 
Goods

Merit 
Goods

Pure Public 
Goods

Market Failure 

Monopoly

Decreasing Cost

Market 
Manipulation

Prosecution, fines, incarceration ...

Regulation (price, profits, revenues..), 
nationalization

Defence, public health, external trade, 
education, transportation infrastructure 

Risk 
management 

Information 
failures

External effects Pollution control, subsidies to education, 
compulsory vaccination...

Moral hazard, asymmetric information, 
time myopia.. 

Subsidies to basic research, northern 
geo-science mapping 
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Market failure arises for three reasonsRisks exists that prevent optimal consumption./production. This can be military/foreign policy or other risks (Arctic sovereignty)Information failures create perverse incentives that underline the private provision of goods and services.External effects reduce/enhance production, but the producer eithe dioes not bear the cost (and so over produces) or cannot capture the benefit (and so under produces)MonopolyCreates extra normal profitsDecreasing costs mean that expanding production leads to lower costs and higher profits.  Incumbents can predatory price. Typical for capital intensive industries.



Definition of government initiatives

• Social marketing to promote a goal (articulation of goal or intent; 
guidance on preferred behaviour)

• Expenditures on goods and services
− Direct resource commitments on goods (public housing, 

vaccination)

− Direct resource commitments on services (consumer information, 
training) 

− Tax expenditures (tax deductions and credits awarded to citizens 
and businesses to behave, spend, invest, etc.)

− Grants/contributions/contracts to third parties to perform services

• Legislation is a general framework for how citizens conduct 
themselves (smoking bans, criminal code) and requires political 
assent.

• Regulation modifies elements of legislation (changes to the speed 
limit) and can be completed by administrative fiat.
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Presentation Notes
This preliminary section offers a brief review of how governments operate in a mixed market economy.  In contrast to a command economy (monarchies, communism, and military dictatorships), a mixed market economy rests on the idea that the appropriate role of government complements and supports private enterprise. Private enterprise encompasses a broad array of institutions including the family, economic households, voluntary organizations, independent contractors, religious organizations, mom & pop businesses, small incorporated and unincorporated businesses, and large corporations — local, national, and multinational. Perspectives on the state:Classical liberalism – Government provides “public goods” at least cost.  Public goods include: (a) defence (protection from foreign invaders);                (b) protection of every member of society from oppression by any other member; (c) maintenance of public works, which no private individual can provide without losing money. (Example – law of contract establishing the rules of exchange; tort law assigns liability and property rights.)Predatory state – the state expands and crowds out private institutions in response to intern pressures, such as the median voter and advocacy groups engaged in rent seeking. (Rent seeking – using political advocacy, claims of virtue, and intimidation to secure preferential treatment in the form of regulation and subsidies).Government as risk mitigator – The state acts to manage risks created by natural disaster, failures in private institutions, and organizations.  Agricultural policy and car industry bailouts are examples of the state acting as a risk mitigator.  TARP and the economic stimulus package 



Information Failure
• Moral hazard

– Market participants alter their behaviour in response to 
the divergence of public and private costs

– Taxes/subsidies cause market participants to 
purchase/sell less/more than would have occurred with 
prices equal to the marginal cost

• Asymmetry of information
– Sellers are typically more informed than buyers
– Prisoners paradox - information lack produces sub-

optimal outcomes
• Uncertainty about other players reactions causes poor 

decisions
– Nash equilibrium exists when I account for your 

probable reaction to my choices.  Equilibrium exists 
when we have all adjusted and readjusted to each 
others choices/decisions.
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Crop InsuranceFamers are believe to engage in moral hazard and asymmetric information and under purchase crop insurance.Moral hazard arises because purchasing crop insurance causes farmers to reduce other risk management practices (crop diversification, field diversification, seed and harvest timing…)Asymmetric information occurs because the buyer (the famer) conceals their true risk profile from the seller (insurer).The result is that the true risk is higher than measured, leading insurers to raise the cost of insurance.  Farmers underinsure, with the result that crop failures due to natural events create farm losses the cost of which government has increasingly assumed.



Government provided goods and services 

Public 
Goods

Merit 
Goods

Quality of Life

Equity, Fairness

Nationalism

Redistribution

Safety Net

Progressive income tax, National 
Child Benefit, GST rebate...

Social assistance, employment 
insurance, farm safety nets, 

workers’ compensation...

Support for arts ,recreational sports, community 
centres,  ethno cultural support...

Support for elite arts and sports,...
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Distributive justice as a merit good
• Efficiency is not the only goal for government 

• Pareto rule – make only those changes that benefit at 
least one person and make no one else worse off.

– Politically impractical
– Tolerates a society where one person has everything

• Kaldor-Hicks rule – make a change if, in principle, those 
who benefit could compensate those that lose

– Typically government uses tax rules and subsidies to effect 
compensation.

One can judge a society  by how it takes care of its 
weakest.

Daniel Moynihan (US Senate)

Recent research shows that ideas of equality and fair distribution 
become settled for most people by the age of 10. Strong evidence exists 
that humans develop altruistic instincts early.

“Share and share alike”, Nature. 454(28) Aug 2008
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Fiscal Federalism: the Canadian 
overlay

• Fiscal federalism
– Allocation taxation powers among orders of government 

(federal – provincial – territorial)
– Flows of financial support equalization of access to core 

services (e.g., Canada Health Act- 1985)
– Evolution of service delivery 

• Increased devolution to lower orders of government
• Outsourcing (G&Cs, privatization)
• Insourcing (regulation, nationalization)

• Key legislation and antecedents
– The Constitution Acts (1967 and 1982)
– Rowell-Sirois Commission (1940) – (sharing federal-

provincial responsibilities) 
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Typical documents – information potential
Document type Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation [1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Foundation documents (TB Subs, 
MCs, policy background)

• Program rationale and relevance [1]
• Program origins [1]
• Authority (financial, governance) [1]
• Outcomes [1,2]
• Targets [1]

Performance reports (G&Cs) • Outputs and outcomes [2]
• “Thick” descriptions (implementation, outputs, 

outcomes) [1]

Audits and evaluations • Program history [1] 
• Benchmark for costs, implementation outputs, 

outcomes [2]

Applications (G&Cs) • Applicant/client attributes [1,2] 
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Typical administrative files – information potential
Document type Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation [1 = qualitative; 2 = quantitative]

Management files (meeting 
minutes, HR records, etc.)

• Number [2] and type of employee [1, 2]
• Minutes of meetings to 

‒ describe implementation [1 and 2]
‒ participation of partners: number [2] and 

type [1]
‒ implementation timing [2] and processes [1]

Financial records • Payments (individual and aggregate) [2]
• Distribution and fairness [2]
• Payment timing and delay [2]

Client services • Services delivered [1, 2]
• Participation in program [2]
• Sample frame to support survey [2]
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Presentation Notes
Administrative Files – Advantages and limitationsInformation Advantages Includes extensive information on clients, program activity, etc.Includes formats that support numerical processing (Excel, Access, etc.)Has extensive metadata describing the provenance of the informationInformation Limitations (Often)Collected for purposes other than evaluationData do not relate to the required evaluation indicatorsData entry inconsistency
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Typical literature reviews – information potential
Review type Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation [1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Scan • Top line summary [1]
• Program context [1]
• Implementation  context [1]

Integrated review • Program “arc” (history, context, and evolution) [1]
• Theory of change [1]

Integrated literature and expert
review

• Program “arc” (history and evolution) [1]
• Theory of change [1]
• Theory of context and program evolution [1]
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Case example

• Literature on Labour Market Information for 
Aboriginal Youth

• F:\PROJECTS\CANADA\HRDC\038(AboriginalL
MI)\REPORTS\docFinal_ Aboriginal 
LMI_V4.doc
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Quantitative Methods

55

Day 2
Quantitative and qualitative 
data collection and analysis

Morning 
February 1, 2013
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Data collection methods
Quantitative

• Questionnaires (large sample, 
self-administered)

• Structured interview ( large 
sample, fixed response with 
interviewer)

• Observations (Structured)
• Content analysis of documents 
• Administrative files (program 

activity, client activity, 
output/outcome counts, financial 
data)

Qualitative 
• Participant observation (observer 

takes unstructured notes)
• Observation (semi-structured and 

unstructured)
• Focused interview (key 

informant)
• In-depth interview
• Oral history
• Content analysis of documents

In general, qualitative research is more labour intensive (costly) than 
quantitative research. 
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Presentation Notes
Quantitative data collectionDominated by the self-administered questionnaire and structured (fixed response category) interviews/observationsQuestionnaires are typically designed to avoid any need of external assistanceInterviews will often contain supplementary instruction (probes) for the interview – there is subject-researcher interaction.  This “smudges” the relationship between quantitative and qualitative.Structured observations use fixed protocols to record states (e.g., fixed time mark data collection according to specific categories)The level of data  is important (nominal [categories], ordinal [degrees – strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree], interval [intervals are equal], ratio [fixed zero]).Qualitative data collectionThe epitome of qualitative research is participant observation – total immersion in a culture or situation.  Ethnography is the example from Anthropology.Semi-structured interviews – the researcher is removed from direct observation and relies on respondents to report perceptions.Focus groups are “a carefully planned discussion among carefully invited individuals  intended to elicit perceptions in a non-threatening environment.”



Quantitative Research
• Unit of analysis aligned to the 1) program target focus

‒ Individuals
– Families/households
– Firms
– Organizations
– …

• Unit of analysis aligned to 2) the program delivery focus
‒ Managers 
– Organizations
– …

57

Key idea: Quantitative methods rely on “counting” 
similar units

"use of standardised measures so that the varying perspectives and 
experiences of people can be fit into a limited number of predetermined 
response categories to which numbers are assigned" (Patton, 2001, p.14). 
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Administrative file extractsClient records (health,  EI records, tax records, etc.)Management data Financial records Large (n > 30 or 50) sample (probability) surveys with Closed (standardized questions)Limited open questions with table codesLarge sample survey modesIn-person (intercept the most common)MailTelephone (Computer aided telephone interviewing – CATI)On-line (Computer aided web interviewing – CAWI)Hybrid (letter/questionnaire → CATI/CAWI follow-up)
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Typical large probability sample surveys reviews – information 
potential

Survey type Information content – potential role in the 
evaluation [1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Interviewer mediated • Respondent self-report
‒ Fixed response – number/category [1 and 2]
‒ Verbatim [1]

• Interviewer probes [1 and 2]
• Interviewer-respondent interaction creates a 

complex qualitative data field [1]
• Potential to increase reliability and validity [1 leads 

to insight on quantitative results 2, if data are 
presented to interviewees

• And decrease reliability and validity  [interviewer 
knowledge and skill paramount]

Self-completed • Respondent self-report
‒ Fixed response – number/category [1 and 2]
‒ Verbatim [1 → 2 on coding]
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Sample surveys represent a blend of 
qualitative and quantitative methods

1. Design phase
– Literature
– Standard scales 
– Prior surveys
– Expert interviews
– Focus groups

2. Pretest 
– Expert assessment (detect 

hesitancy)
– Active probes to secure 

meaning
– Follow-up debrief

60

3. Data collection
– Verbatim entry

4. Analysis
‒ Coding and categorization

5. Reaction to results 
by experts and KIs 
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Questions 101 – The basic structure

Program or Market Theory
Foundations of the program or 

marketing initiative

Measurement Theory
Operationalization of the abstract 

concepts

Measurement Design
Specification of questions

These are the main 
issues in the study 
as defined by the 
evaluation or 
marketing goals.

These are specific 
questions, often 
found in the 
evaluation 
framework.

These are the 
actual questions 
and response 
categories.
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Question phrasing ‘rules’
• Set wording to the respondent — Make sure that jargon 

and acronyms will be understood by the respondent.
– Use a Flesch-Kincaid Grade 8 level for the general population 

and Grade 11 for civil servants and professionals.
– Use technical jargon with specialized audiences to communicate 

that you understand issues.
• Short sentences in the active voice work best.
• Balance alternatives

– “Some people support sending Canadian troops to Afghanistan; 
others do not.  What do you think?”

– Instead of “What do you think of sending Canadian troops to 
Afghanistan?”
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Question phrasing ‘rules’ (cont’d)
• Avoiding leading the respondent

– “In order to balance the budget, should government reduce spending on 
emerging artists or raise taxes on the rich?” is clearly biased.  

• Instead, use two questions:
• Do you agree or disagree that the budget should be balanced?
• [If agree] Should government reduce spending on artists or raise 

taxes on high income residents? 
• Or better still, use the same phrasing as the previous slide for the second 

question: 
• To balance the budget,  some advocate increasing taxes on high 

income residents, while others advocate reducing spending on 
artists. What do you think? (Rotate)

For stylistic reasons, one might be tempted to replace the second use of “advocate” with a 
word like “support,” but this makes the question unbalanced since “advocacy” is a stronger 

word than “support” unless we rotate the question. 
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Question phrasing ‘rules’ (cont’d)
• Ground and focus the question  (See section on cognitive 

interviewing) 
• Avoid hypothetical questions that are improperly framed. 

Special techniques (discrete choice and conjoint) create a 
structure for these questions (see below).

• Don’t know, no opinion,  neutral, and not applicable are 
different
– Don’t know – respondent is unfamiliar with the topic and cannot 

form an opinion
– No opinion – respondent knows the topic but is disinterested in 

any alternative
– Neutral – respondent knows the issue, but has adopted a 

position within the extremes
– Not applicable – respondent is not eligible to respond, 

regardless of their knowledge or strength of position.
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Framing questions and cognitive 
interviewing

Classic study (Belson, 1981)
In a face-to-face interview, respondents were asked to agree to 
disagree with a series of statements such as “television shows are too 
violent for children.”  After carefully recording the responses, 
respondents were approached the day after and “debriefed” about the 
survey.  Interviewers asked the respondents what they meant by 
“television shows,” “too violent,” and “children”.  Belson discovered that 
these terms meant different things to different people, and he detected 
distinct meanings.

– Television show meant prime time to some, and all times to others.
– Children meant under 6, under 12, and under 18 depending on the 

respondent.
– Too violent had meaning specific for each individual.

With three meanings of child and two meanings of TV show, there are 
six questions being asked, let alone the infinite shades of “too violent.”
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If all the problems of question wording could be 
traced to a single source, their common origin 
would probably prove to be in taking too much 
for granted.

S. Payne, The Art of Asking Questions, 1951
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Cognitive interviews
• Key challenge  - to phrase the question so that everyone 

understand what the research means.
• Requires extensive pretesting using cognitive interviewing
• Cognitive interviewing uses “think-alouds” and “probes.”

– Think-alouds allow the respondent to collect their thoughts 
verbally

“In the last six months have you been to the dentist” <yes> “Please describe 
the times you say the dentist, <let me see, I had my teeth cleaned six 
months ago and last week has to go for a repair on a chipped tooth.. Oh 
yes, I had a tooth ache last April>

– Probes direct specific questions 
“Tell me about the last time you went to the dentist.”  “Was this for a 
checkup or to deal with a problem?”  “Why are you certain that this last visit 
was in June?”
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Grounding the question
• Cognitive interviewing assesses response variation in a 

specific question.
– a pretest technique for mapping response variation and error 

(deviation from the intended meaning).
• Two models:

– Ericsson-Simon model (1980) 
• presumes people can remember why they responded to a question the 

way they did. 
• experimental evidence shows that this works when the recall task 

involves verbal information (as opposed to non-verbal/spatial 
information), is novel, endures for a period of time, and has happened 
recently. 

• It also works when subjects are asked to describe “what” as opposed to 
“why” they did something. 

– Task analysis (Tourangeau, 1984). 
• questions are processed according to a protocol and answers are 

provided within a specific values context.
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Task analysis contexts
Question-answer processing

• Cannell et al. (1981)
– comprehension
– decision/retrieval/organization of data
– response evaluation (filtering)
– response output

• Martin (1983)
– giving meaning to the question
– searching for relevant data
– formulating a judgment

• Tourangeau (1984)
– comprehension
– retrieval 
– judgement 
– response
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Framing
• Many questionnaires make excessive demands on 

memory.
• The term “recall bias” is misleading or oversimplified when 

it actually means “collecting really bad data.”
• Framing practices

– Use introductions and questions to set the stage. 
– Send a letter in advance explaining the survey and reminding the 

respondent of key dates (e.g., Our records show you were a patient at 
Acme Cardiac and Rotor Rooter Unit four months before you died.)

– Avoid asking detailed questions about events or states in the past.

1. Four years ago, in 2003, how much money did you normally make at your job in a 
week, before taxes? If you did not have a job, please write “zero” or the number “0”.

Amount made per week ____________
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Advanced issues: Attributes of a good response 
scale

• Respondents and researchers need to accept that respondents’ feelings, 
perceptions, and judgements can be described by numerical, semantic, 
and physical analogues.

• Respondents must share the same interpretation of the scale.
• A scale must discriminate among levels.
• A scale value must mean something. “Very good” must mean something 

different (better) than “average”.
Example: (telephone or mail)

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is poor and 10 is excellent,
what is your overall opinion of the program?

Example: (mail)
Using the scale below, please rate your last experience with
the emergency room.

-2 -1 0 1 2
(Very Negative) (Very Positive)
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Magnitude scales

Example: (telephone or mail)
On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is poor and 10 is excellent,
what is your overall opinion of the program?

Example: (mail)
Using the scale below, please rate your last experience with
the emergency room.

-2 -1 0 1 2
(Very Negative) (Very Positive)

Advantages
• Identify a middle position (0 – 10)
• Linear with even steps
• Supports statistical measures of 

central tendency and variance

Disadvantages
• Need to translate subjective 

concepts into a number
• Linear scales may not capture 

intensity at the extremes
• Easy to overuse
• Automatic massing at the mid-

point
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Two common biases

• Inter-item contamination
Qa. In your view, is AIDS a threat to someone who is heterosexual and not 

a drug user?
Qb. Is the government providing sufficient funding to basic research in 

health?

• Social desirability bias
Qc. Have you heard of the XYZ program?
Qd. In order to assess how well we are promoting our services, please tell 

me whether you have heard of the XYZ program.

Shifts blame and allows 
someone to admit ignorance 

Challenges

Qa Contaminates Qb
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Scenario 1
Imagine that Canada is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual 
disease that is expected to kill  600 people. Two alternative 
programs have been proposed on a survey of 100 people with 
the following outcomes: [respondent numbers  in brackets]

– Program A 200 people will certainly be saved. [72 favoured this 
one]

– Program B There is a 33% chance that 600 will be saved and a 
67% chance that no one will be saved. [28 favoured this one]

Scenario 2
Same basic scenario as above, but with the following two 
program alternatives:

– Program C 400 people will certainly die. [22 favoured this]
– Program D There is a 33% chance of 0 deaths and a 67% chance 

of 600 deaths. [78 favoured this]

Negative 
framing 
affects 

response

Framing is neither good nor bad, but a feature of a linear structure sequence to a 
conversation.

Negative framing
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Yes Prime Minister
Sir Humphrey teaches questionnaire 

design
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Classic British TV comedy Yes Prime Minister
has important lessons for those who want to 
interpret questionnaire data. 

This clip shows two civil servants discussing a 
policy suggestion. Bernard Woolley, who we 
see first, thinks the public are in favour of the 
policy – the minister has had an opinion poll 
done. Senior civil servant, Sir Humphrey 
Appleby sets him straight.

Fans of cognitive biases, note that Sir 
Humphrey uses at least three in his illustration 
of a biased questionnaire: framing, priming, 
and acquiescence bias.

This example is exaggerated, but the moral 
still holds: questionnaires can be designed to 
encourage the answers you want. People’s 
opinions are not objective facts like their height 
and weight. They change, depending on the 
context and on how they are asked. Yes-Minister-SUrvey.wmv
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bernard (the junior civil servant) goes to see Sir Humphrey (the senior civil servant) and tells him that Hacker (the Prime Minister) is planning to announce his "Grand Design" (canceling Trident [Britain's nuclear weapon] and reintroducing conscription [National service]). The PM thinks it will be a vote-winner because a Party poll has shown that 64% of the population are in favour of reintroducing conscription. Sir Humphrey advises Bernard to issue another poll to show the majority of the population is against reintroducing conscription. Bernard wonders how this can be done and Sir Humphrey explains it. 
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Qualitative Methods
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Day 2
Quantitative and qualitative 
data collection and analysis

Afternoon 
February 1, 2013
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Qualitative Research
• Reliability and validity in quantitative research depends on 

instrument construction that is aligned to the hypotheses. 
• Comprises any data that cannot be counted and processed 

statistically
• Common manifestation in evaluation are 

– Interviews
– Focus groups
– Case studies

• Key challenge is selecting subjects (as opposed to 
sampling) for their information value.

78

Reliability 
a. Many qualitative researchers argue that 

without validity, there is no reliability
b. Concept of trustworthiness  is core.

Validity  
a. Not an absolute, but based on the 

theoretical framework and data 
collection/analysis process.

“the researcher is the instrument" (Patton, 2001, p. 14).  

Triangulation is advocated as the test for validity in 
qualitative research. Core Methods in Evaluation - Part 1   © 

Greg Mason   - January 31 & February 1, 24, 
2013

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Qualitative research uses a naturalistic approach that seeks to understand phenomena in context-specific settings, such as "real world setting [where] the researcher does not attempt to manipulate the phenomenon of interest" (Patton, 2001, p. 39). "any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of quantification" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 17) "phenomenon of interest unfold naturally" (Patton, 2001, p. 39
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Typical key informant – information potential
Interview Subject Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation[1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Expert • Theory of change[1→2 surveys]
• Program antecedents [1]
• History of and projected need for intervention [1]
• Unique role for government vs other delivery options

Senior Manager • Program origins and implementation [1]
• Strategic management (program) issues (e.g., FPT relationships) [1]
• Resource allocation (macro) [2]
• Expected/actual results (macro) [2]
• Alternatives (strategic/global)

Line Manager • Project(s)origins and implementation [1]
• Local management (project(s) issues (e.g., community/organizational 

relationships) [1]
• Resource allocation at regional level (micro) [2]
• Expected/actual results at regional (micro) [2]
• Alternatives (program delivery)

Project Proponents 
(G&Cs)

• Project origins and implementation [1]
• Local management (project) issues (e.g., community/organizational 

relationships) [1]
• Resource allocation at project level (micro) [2]
• Expected/actual results and project (micro) [2]
• Alternatives (project implementation/delivery) [1]
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Typical focus groups  – information potential
Group type Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation [1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Client • Program implementation [1]
• Program impact [1]
• Field experiment [2]*

Management • Program implementation [1]
• Program impact [1]

* Certain quantitative methods are ideally implemented in a small group setting.  
Conjoint analysis applied to program/policy design is an example that should be 
more widely used

Focus groups are often seen as supplementary evidence designed to gather 
context about program implementation and impact, as well as ideas for program 
revision

The interaction among the participants means that the information whole is 
greater than the sum of the information parts.
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Typical case studies – information potential
Case study type Information content – potential role in the 

evaluation [1 = qualitative 2 = quantitative]

Maximum variation • Identify key patterns and variation (needs 
relatively large number.( >10)

Typical case • Identifies the norm [1,2]

Extreme (successes) • Best practices (feel good) [1]

Extreme (failures) • Corrective [1]

Politically critical • Gain wanted positive or suppress unwanted 
negative attention [1]

Convenience • Low cost – low information [ ]
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Data Reduction
Quantitative
• Coding (pre-coding – post 

coding)
• Scales/indexes (Likert, 

magnitude)
• Factor/cluster analysis

Qualitative
• Coding (open/axial)
• Thematic development
• Typology/metaphor 

development
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Quantitative and qualitative data both typically 
require some form of manipulation/processing

Analysing qualitative/quantitative data –
mixed methods
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Data Analysis

Quantitative
• Univariate (one-way, 

summary…)

• Bivariate (cross-tab, 
correlation…)

• Multivariate (regression and 
other linear models)

• Instrumental Variables
• Structural equation

Qualitative
• Description

– Summary
– Thick

• Grounded theory
• Analytic induction
• Coding* (Categorization and 

connection

85
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Main differences

Quantitative research 
focuses on 
• Measuring concepts (income 

inequality, cost-effectiveness, etc.)

• Establishing causality 
• Generalizing from a sample 

to population
• Replicating and aggregating 

using standardized methods
• Discrete units of analysis

Qualitative research 
focuses on 
• Explicating concepts and 

theories
• The actors’ points of view
• Thick description
• Social processes

86
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Eyewitness account of your birth

87

Your birthdate
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thought experiment 1Imagine the research study collected two line of evidenceBirth dateEyewitness account of your birthImagine what the results would be in the following years257 BCE600 AD1850 AD1961 AD2013 AD2092 ADThought experiment 2Now the research study collects five different lines of evidence from you at different dates (between your birthdate and now) Age at one of the five specified datesSubjective assessment (your personal) of what it is like to be that age at the dateSubjective assessment of you by your closest friend at that that dateSubjective assessment of you by a sibling at the dateSubjective assessment of someone you are close to, but who dislikes you



Validity and reliability
• The commonly stated goal is to reduce bias 

and increase reliability
– Bias is the difference between what is 

measured/observed and what is true
– Reliability is generally defined as consistency in 

measurement
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http://explorable.com/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reliability/validity – brief summary�Scientists conducting randomized control trials (RCT) rely on detailed descriptions of the experiment to repeat experiments to confirm findings.  Repeatability of experiments requires very high reliability in methods.Social scientists and evaluators  do not typically conduct RCTs and the goal is to control all the known and unknown confounding variables.  Reliability is an abstract concept that relies onmethodological “rigour” – triangulation and mixed methods are purported to increase reliability. Test - Retest Method uses  sequential testing of  the same subjects with the expectation that results should be correlated – an academic test taken on two days should yield the same result.  Increasing the spacing between the tests reveals different results, which may not mean the tests are unreliable – confounding variables (e.g., memory loss) may intervene.Internal Consistency compares different versions of the same test/ instrument, to verify correlation, which implies (not proves) that the tests are measuring the same underlying conceptTest-retest uses two separate runs on the same instrument; internal consistency assess two different instruments simultaneously.Caution – this is a simplified explanation – and any social research methods text will offer more detail�



Interaction of quantitative and qualitative methods
• FIMCLA as originally intended is no longer relevant to farmers 
• Expansion of FIMCLA into new loan uses (e.g., first time farm 

purchase) requires a needs assessment and risk analysis
• Lenders are finding the loan default and claims processing activities 

cumbersome and costly.
• The continued need for the program depends on several factors 

such as potential for interest rate increases, the need to finance 
recovery from crises (BSE, etc.).
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The evidence that program use had effectively fallen to zero(because 
Canada had transitioned to a low interest environment) dominated 
the research process once it was revealed.

The single line of evidence of program decline cannot be 
“triangulated” with any qualitative evidence to modify the 
conclusion that the program was no longer relevant.
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1

d

α β 
L

2

Two observers can 
“triangulate” the location of 
the boat (distance from the 
short) by measuring the 
angles α and β and using the 
distance L and the law of 
sines.

Observer 1 and 2 measure 
the angles and the length L

The key is that both observers 
are using the same theoretical 
framework (plane trigonometry 

Triangulation – one more time

A man with one watch always knows 
the time.
A man with two watches is never sure.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Triangulation is the method of location of a point from two others ofknown distance apart, given the angles of the triangle formed by the three  points. By repeated application of the principle, if a series of points form the apices of a chain or network of connected triangles of which the angles are measured, the lengths of all the unknown sides and the relative positions of the points may be computed when the length of one of the sides is known.
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Problems with triangulation
• Does not necessarily increase validity – competing perspectives fail to 

converge or collectively converge on a wrong idea
• May offer differing perspectives, but in social science this may not lead to 

less bias
• Mixing of quantitative and qualitative methods that draw from different 

theoretical frameworks usually results in the quantitative data dominating 
• The analogy with surveying presents serious theoretical problems for 

mixing quantitative and qualitative methods

Using the problem to determine the distance  of the boat from the shore, 
imagine observer 1 gave the angle as 23O while observer 2 gave the angle as 
“somewhat acute. ” Further the helper hired to measure L decided to count the 
number of paces and not a standardized unit.

Triangulation has come to mean different things, depending on the 
ontological and epistemological framework of the researcher
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•Understand the nature of the evaluation questions and the 
information needed to answer each question

•Align the evidence that will address each question that 
•Triangulate within a methodology :

•Alternative statistical models
•Simulations  across several assumptions
•Contrast the views of disparate key informants
•Use multiple homogeneous focus groups to understand 

multidimensionality of experience and perceptions 

Triangulation 
never starts after 

the data are 
collected.  It starts 
with design and is 
integrated into all  
phases of study.

•Sample survey data on client satisfaction and key informant 
opinion about client satisfaction cannot be combined, any 
more than the time of day and the distance to Timbuktu 
can be combined.

•Key informants can voice legitimate perspectives on the 
content of the questionnaire, the nature of the sampling 
and what analysis might be appropriate

•Key informants perspectives and opinion on the results of a 
survey are also potentially valuable.

By definition, 
triangulation 
cannot occur 

across 
methods
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Multiple Triangulation
• Data sources – multiple sources (diverse key 

informants)
• Investigators – multiple interviewers
• Multiple theoretical perspectives – more than one 

theory of change
• Multiple methodologies – quantitative diversity and 

qualitative diversity 
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Within method (strategies within a method)  vs. across 
method triangulation (dissimilar methods to assess the 
same unit)

“the flaws of one method are often the strengths of another, and 
by combining methods, observers can achieve the best of each, 
while overcoming their unique deficiencies” (Denzin, 1970a: 308).”
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